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The Phase 1 document on upgrading my 1973 MGB lamps concentrated on putting LED bulbs in interior and exterior 
lamps but not the headlamps. 
 
This Phase 2 document deals with upgrading the headlamps. 
As part of the research on this I have been in regular and intense contact/tussles with Daniel Stern, an acknowledged 
guru on car lighting, known to most who reside on the MG Experience blog. We discussed the ‘LED in headlamps’ issue 
and he also critiqued the work I had done and reported on in Phase 1. 
 
So first a synopsis of that critique to be taken with a pinch of Phase 1 salt. 
 
His major concern is safety provided by the exterior lamps. Can you be seen as well as with the original bulbs?  
He doesn’t like my choice of supplier ClassicCarLEDS (CCL) primarily because ‘they are one of many purveying Chinese 
trinkets’. He did provide guidance for evaluating LED bulb safety at the following (somewhat dated) URL. 
 
http://www.candlepowerforums.com/vb/showthread.php?452592-How-to-Evaluate-Safety-of-LED-Bulb-Retrofits-in-
Brake-Signal-Marker-Lights 
 
He also provided alternative suppliers for external LED bulbs. I have pointed out to him that this supplier, Sylvania, 
seems to now be a Chinese company, so these too may be Chinese trinkets. But actually he discovered they are made in 
Italy 
 
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01A77TV4Q/?tag=2402507-20 for red brake/tail,  
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01A77TQ2S/?tag=2402507-20 for amber park/turn,  
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01A77TT7U/?tag=2402507-20 for red brake,  
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01A77QQTE/?tag=2402507-20 for amber turn  
 
 
So now let’s deal with the headlamps. 
Headlamp: the reflector and lens and bulb. 
Headlight: what the headlamp sends down the road to light your way. 

http://www.candlepowerforums.com/vb/showthread.php?452592-How-to-Evaluate-Safety-of-LED-Bulb-Retrofits-in-Brake-Signal-Marker-Lights
http://www.candlepowerforums.com/vb/showthread.php?452592-How-to-Evaluate-Safety-of-LED-Bulb-Retrofits-in-Brake-Signal-Marker-Lights
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01A77TV4Q/?tag=2402507-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01A77TQ2S/?tag=2402507-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01A77TT7U/?tag=2402507-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B01A77QQTE/?tag=2402507-20


 
Phase 2 
 
 
Spoiler Alert: do not, ever, put LED bulbs in headlamps. 
 
 
 
With logical arguments, pictures and graphs Daniel Stern concludes that LED bulbs for headlamps are nowhere near 
prime time. Independently I had reached this conclusion too, which is why I did not do it in Phase 1. 
The main reason is that despite lots of bright light being issued LEDs cannot be focused as well as filaments. The only 
possible solution is an integrated LED based unit but while these are great on off-road Jeeps they look downright ugly on 
classic cars. 
 
So what is the answer? 
Reflector/Lens 
Cibie is now out of favour because the manufacturing moulds are getting worn and the quality control is degraded. 
Hella is now best choice in the reasonably priced tier. 
Some Japanese ones are top line but cost as much as the car. 
 
Only certain Hella units are suitable, some not so. 
 
The standards are either SAE/DOT for USA and Canada or UN/ECE for the rest of the world and Canada. Lucky us. 
The HELLA SAE/DOT is better than the apparently equivalent HELLA UN/ECE. Do not be fooled by the ‘kit’ option on the 
following URL, even though the price is lower. Buy 2 of the SAE/DOT ones. The reason is the improved visibility with the 
low beam on the SAE/DOT version. SAE/DOT is known to have looser ‘glare’ rules to achieve this improvement so be 
aware some oncoming drivers may get annoyed. It won’t be as bad as the modern lights. 
https://www.amazon.ca/gp/product/B0002M9QK6/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1?smid=A3DWYIK6Y9EEQB&psc=1 
 
Bulbs 
A really big factor in this upgrade will be the choice of bulb. 
I’m assuming a 65/55W bulb, as originally designed in and for which the MGB harness was built. Choose anything higher 
and you’ll need to upgrade the entire headlamp wiring in addition to adding relays (which we did at a previous tech 
session with Peter Carss). 

https://www.amazon.ca/gp/product/B0002M9QK6/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1?smid=A3DWYIK6Y9EEQB&psc=1


The HELLA item above will come with an adequate bulb. Consider this as the baseline or so-called +0% bulb. I.e. it is 0% 
better than the basic bulb. Bulbs have improved over the years. The +90% bulbs are no longer easy to find and the latest 
offerings are +130% and +150%. 
Daniel Stern recommends the +120% and nothing higher. The reason is that in order for manufacturers to keep looking 
‘modern’ they need to tint the light blue and use ever-thinner filament wiring for extra brightness. Blue is OK so long as it 
does not tint the beam. The +130% and above blue-filter the hi-beam thus reducing actual light available for seeing (i.e. 
they harder on the eyes and less bright). Daniel Stern recommends the following bulbs. 
https://www.amazon.ca/gp/product/B00GZHC0JG/ref=ox_sc_act_title_2?smid=AETFOBSRMJ4G2&psc=1 
Apparently this one’s blue tint does not interfere with the projected beams. 
 
Alignment 
Daniel Stern’s web site has directions for aligning your new installation.  https://www.danielsternlighting.com 
 
I personally am going to try and find a garage that has a headlamp alignment machine and see if they can do the MGB. 
Results so far are not encouraging. 
 
Final aside: if you haven’t converted to LEDs his site has a neat (and reversible) trick for converting front side lamps to 
do double duty as indicators, thus giving the MGB 360 degree all round indicator visibility. If you have already done LEDs 
it is a little more convoluted. 
 
Conversion Rollout 
The plan is really quite straightforward: remove the glamour ring; remove subsequent rings until you reach the wing 
body. Put in new pieces and reassemble. Then adjust alignment. 
Hurdle #1: the LH lamp came off OK but revealed a seriously rusted bucket held on by 4 OEM bolts into captive nuts. It 
had a worn glamour ring holder tab – not re-usable. 
Hurdle #2: the RH lamp was held on by 2 screws (not OEM!!) but was otherwise in perfect condition except for the tab. 
Two screws means it is not a stable platform on which to attach the lamp adjuster ring. The 4 original bolts had been cut 
off so it was necessary to remove them from the inside by use of penetrating oil, heat, drilling out the centre, and finally 
re-tapping the captive nuts. Remember fine threads for steel, coarse threads for aluminium and other soft metals. 
Hurdle #3: the rubber grommets, electrical wiring and buckets needed replacing. A club member provided a bucket but a 
‘tab’ was needed. Robert Pieces d’autos Anglaises had them in stock and sent them overnight. Except, the tabs are the 
wrong style and I am waiting for replacements. 
 
Along the way I discovered a number of anomalies in the wiring harness. The saga of these is documented in a Phase 4 
document. 

https://www.amazon.ca/gp/product/B00GZHC0JG/ref=ox_sc_act_title_2?smid=AETFOBSRMJ4G2&psc=1
https://www.danielsternlighting.com/

